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FOREWORD

The Army Research Institute (ARI) Field Unit at Fort Rucker, Ala.,
provides support to the U.S. Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC) in the area
of aviation training research and development. The research reported
in this document and in Research Report 1197 was performed as a part of
the field unit's nap-of-the-earth (NOE) research efforts. As part of
these efforts, studies were designed and conducted to determine require-
ments for NOE flight. Prototype training programs were also developed
and evaluated.

The entire program of aviation training research and development
is responsive to the requirements of RDTE Project 2Q763743A772, Aircrew
Performance in the Tactical Environment and the Directorate of Training
Developments, USAAVNC, Fort Rucker, Ala. CPT Frank Van Hoy of the Di-
rectorate of Academic Training was instrumental in establishing MITAC
in the ground school program of instruction. NOE instructor pilots of
the Advanced Division of the Department of Undergraduate Flight Train-
ing gathered the necessary flight test data.

PH ZE
ical Directck (Designate)



EVALUATION or A MAP INTERPRETATION AND TERRAIN ANALYSIS COURSE FOR
NAP-OF-THE-EARTH NAVIGATION

BRIEF

Requirement:

To evaluate the training effectiveness of a course in map inter-
pretation and terrain analysis (MITAC) developed to improve the navi-
gation skills of trainees in nap,of-the-earth (NOE) flight and also to
assess the desirability of using a self-instructional version of the
exercise (MITAC II) throughout Army aviation units.

Procedure:

The main research evaluated transfer-of-training. One group of
70 Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) trainees (the control group) re-
ceiv*d the standard tactical navigation course in ground school. For
a se.ond group of 67 IERW trainees, the 15-hour MITAC program was sub-
stituted for a part of the tactical navigation ground school course.
These trainees were also given sone additional training time. The NOE
navigation skills of all trainees were measured inflight halfway through
the NOE flight training course. Trainees were evaluated by instructor
pilots (under ARI supervision) while navigating along fixed NOE routes
according to a standard scenario.

In addition, NOE instipctor pilots, operational aviators, and Arm
Reserve aviators tried the MITAC program and then were interviewed about
its effectiveness.

Findings:

The MITAC-trained group navigated NOE routes at twice the speed of
the control group and with one-third the error rate. The MITAC-trained
trainees were better oriented and more certain of their position while
navigating the NOE course. All trainees in the control group made at
least one navigation error in the test, while 28% of the MITAC-trained
students made no errors. These significant differences in performance
indicate a substantial increase in NOE navigation skill due to MITAC
training.



Those aviators interviewed were positive in their evaluation of
the MITAC training material. Experienced NOE aviators reported that
exposure to MITAC had made them more relaxed, increased confidence in
their navigation, riduced the difficulty and workload, and gave them
more time for the performance of other cockpit tasks. The instructor
pilots also reported that through M/TAC they could better understand
the difficulties faced by their students. One instructor commented
that he had learned more about NOE navigation in 3 days than in the
previous 5 years.

Utilization of Findings:

The MrTAC program continues as a major portion of Initial Entry
Rotary Wing (IERW) training. MITAC training is also available to flight
line instructor pilots and all other pilots whose assignment includes
NOE flight requirements. MITAC II, the reformatted self-administered
version of the program, is scheduled to be made available to all active
and reserve Army aviators who may be required to make NOE flights.
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EVALUATION OF A MAP INTERPRETATION AND TERRAIN ANALYSIS
COURSE FOR NAP-OF-THE-EARTH NAVIGATION

INTRODUCTION

For several years navigation during nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight
has been a major problem. Wright and Pauley (1971) drew attention to
this problem, and Saathoff (1974) indicated the NOE navigation was a
serious problem not only in initial training but in operational units
as well. NOE navigation research by the U.S. Army Research Institute
(A21) pinpointed the problem and revealed that inadequate skills in
map interpretation and terrain analysis were the basis of the NOE navi-
gation difficulties (Fineberg, Meister, & Farrell, 1978).

At the low altitudes.of terrain flight, map interpretation and
terrain analysis skills are critical for maintaining orientation. Cur-
rent maps represent terrain as it appears from several thousand feet
of altitude, while the visual perspective from NOE altitude does not
match that perspective. NOE navigators must therefore learn the visual
referencing skills required for precise pilotage in a restricted visual
field. They must be able to relate terrain features as seen from NOE
flight to the counterparts portrayed in tactical maps. This ability
requires far more than a study of the map symbols or examinations of
simple terrain forms portrayed by contour lines. Based upon a map
representation, the NOE aviator must be able to visualize how the ter-
rain will appear from a lower perspective--the landforms, vegetation,
hydrographic features, and man-made features. One particularly impor-
tant and difficglt requirement is to, visualize the vertical development
of terrain and vegetation from a flat map portrayal. It is this verti-
cal development that masks the helicopter from the enemy (the whole
point of NOE flight) while masking all but the closest terrain features
from the navigator. Navigators must also be able to visualize a map
portrayal from the terrain. To do this, they muSt analyze the terrain
cartographically, using the cartographer's criteria for selection and
portrayal. With skills in both map interpretation and terrain analysis,
Army aviators should be able to navigate in NOE flight at a high pro-,
ficiency level.

The map interpretation and terrain analysis course (MITAC) devel-
oped by ARI for Army aviators is designed to teach the special skills
required for NOE navigation. MITAC has been implemented in the Initial
Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) course at the U.S. Army Aviation Center
(USAAVNC), Fort Rucker, Ala. The course entails a group presentation/
classroom format and requires a skilled instructor. A second version,
MITAC II, uses the same content material but is self-instructional and
uses a self-paced format. MITAC II was developed for unit use and is
intended for all Army aviators with an NOE or terrain flight requirement.
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The MITAC program consists of 13 instructional units progressing
from an easy introductory lesson through a series of increasingly dif-
ficult practical exercises recoiring all actual NOE navigation skills.
Most units follow the same pattern: (a) students receive some instruc-
tional material to be applied to the exercise; (b) they study maps in
preparation for the navigation exercise; (c) they receive preexercise
briefings covering points they should have noted in the map study;
(d) students then perform the navigation exercise; (e) performance is
scored and feedback provided; and (f) the exercise is thoroughly de-
briefed. A typical exercise requires that students study an NOE route
on a map plate and be able to maintain orientation if "flown" over that
route. Students then perform the navigation Lasks as the route is
"flown" using wide-angle motion pictures. During debriefing, the stu-
dents review the filmed NOE route and point out those map and route
features that should have be.in used for orientation. Appendix A pro-
vides a complete description of MITAC.

OBJECTIVES

Previous studies have indicated that most difficulties faced by
Army aviators trained in nap-of-the-earth navigatirn were due to a
lack of map interpretation and terrain analysis skills. Therefore,
the major objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness
of a map interpretation and terrain analysis course in training NOE
navigation skills. A second objective was to evaluate the effective-
ness of particular courses (MITAC and MITAC II) that taught these
skills to different populations of Army aviators, instructor pilots,
and operational aviators.

METHOD

The main study was a two-group transfer of training experiment.
The control group consisted of 70 Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) stu-
dents who received the standard tactical navigation course in ground
school. The experimental group Consisted of 67 IERW students for whom
MITAC had been substituted for a part of the tactical navigation ground
school course. These students also received some additional training
time. The MITAC portion of the course was 15 hours.

The students' NOE navigation skills were measured inflight halfway
through their NOE flight training. Instructor pilots (IP's) performed
the evaluation under ARI supervision. The IP's collected data while
the students were navigating along fixed NOE routes according to a
standard scenario. Collected data included navigation and orientation
errors, elapsed time on the NCE routes, and length of routes.

In addition to this formal transfer of training experiment, other
aviators were given the MITAC program and interviewed for their reac-
tions and opinions. These aviators were NOE IP's from the U.S. Army
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Aviation Center (USAAVNC) at Fort Rucker, Ala., operational aviators
from the 2nd Armored Division Aviation Battalion and other units at
Fort Hood, Tex., and Army Reserve aviators from the Orlando, 41a.,
area.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Inflight Measures

The MITAC-trained group navigated NOE routes at twice the speed of
the control grow. The large difference in performance due to training
accounted for 46% of the variance in the speed data. These data indi-
cate that there was less uncertainty on the part of the navigators about
their location and that they were well oriented. The very low average
speeds of the control group were due to time spent at a hover or in slow
flight while navigators scanned the terrain, studied their maps in an
attempt to orient themselves, and backtracked after course deviation.
The higher speeds of the MITAC-trained group indicate better orientation
and less time spent trying to make terrain-map associations.

The navigation error rate of the MITAC-trained group was 36% lower
than the control group's error rate. The fact that 28% of the MITAC-
trained navigators'made no error at all is also operationally signifi-
cant. According to the NOE instructors, before MITAC was in use, stu-
dents with twice the NOE experience (at the end of their NOE flight
training) were still making course errors and missing checkpoints.

The average size of the navigational errors of the experimental
group was 94% of the size of the control group errors. Although this
difference is statistically significant, operationally it is not important.

The terrain navigation (TENAV) composite score is compiled from
speed, number of errors, and error magnitude. The lower the TENAV score,
the better the navigation performance is. The MITAC-trained group aver-
aged a TENAV score of 9.0, a good performance for a student although not
acceptable for a fully trained and experienced NOE aviator. The control
group averaged a TENAV score of 50, a poor performance.

The difference in instructor pilot ratings for the two groups was
statistically significant but operationally insignificant.

Interviews

All aviators and instructor pilots interviewed were positive in
their assessment of MITAC and MITAC II. The NOE instructors, most of
whom were highly experienced NOE navigators, claimed that they learned
a great deal from MITAC. One instructor commented that he had learned
more about NOE navigation in 3 days than he had in the previous 5 years.
Many of the instructor eilots were interviewed again after they had been
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flying NOE and teaching students in MITAC. They believed that they
were better navigators as a result of MITAC and that they could under-
stand more clearly the difficulties faced by their students in learning
NOE navigation.

The group of Army Reserve pilots who took MITAC II expressed en-
thusiasm for and satisfaction with the course. They felt that they
learned valuable skills that would be applied to NOE qualification
training. A few months later, when they were at.Fort Rucker for NOE
flight training and qualification, they again expressed their high
evaluation of the training. The Reserve aviators stated that all Re-
serve units should have access to MITAC II.

When this report was prepared, aviators from the 2nd Armored Di-
vision at Fort Hood had been using MITAC II for several months and were
satisfied with it. In their view, the course helps train inexperienced
aviators in NOE navigation and saves aircraft time in field exercises.
The experienced aviators also claimed that they had learned valuable
skills from the course. They said they were much more confident and
relaxed when navigating NOE and that the task did not seem as difficult
or attention demanding as it did before MITAC II.

IMPLICATIONS FOR OPERATIONAL USE

MITAC

MITAC has demonstrated its training value at the Army Aviation Cen-
ter. MITAC should be taught at Fort Rucker to all Initial Entry Rotary
Wing pilots and to their flight line NOE instructor pilots. Further,
all pilots with terrain flight or NOE flight requirements who are trained
at the Aviation Center should be required to take MITAC training.

The academic measures currently used in the MITAC classroom should
be replaced with an examination that tests MITAC skills. To this end,
ARI has already begun the development of such a test.

Navigation evaluation procedures used in NOE flight during training
should be improved. The TENAV system, or perhaps a simplified version,
could be used to increase the Objectivity of inflight evaluations by
instructors during training and in check rides.

MITAC II

MITAC II should be made available to all Army Reserve and regular
operational aviation units. MITAC II should be reproduced in sufficient
quantity to make such distribution feasible.

4



Additional MITAC II unitd should be developed to supplement the
current units. Additional units would allow training on additional
varied terrain such as mountains, snow-covered lands, and deserts. It
would also extend the continuing training value of MITAC II by provid-
ing lessons to which MITAC-trained aviatori have not previously been
exposed.
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TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENT

PROCEDURES

General Method

The main study involved a two-group transfer of training experi-
ment. The control group consisted of IERW classes which had received
the standard pre-MITAC tactical navigation course in ground school.
The experimental group consisted of IERW classes that had received
MITAC training. This training replaced a part of the tactical navi-
gation ground school course. NOE navigation skills were later measured
inflight halfway through NOE flight training.

In addition to this formal transfer of training experiment, other
aviators were exposed to MITAC or MITAC II and interviewed for their
reactions and opinions.

Subjects

The control group consisted of 70 IERW students selected randomly
from a pool of 90 students in the officer and warrant officer candieate
classes. The experimental group consisted of 67 IERW students selected
randomly from a pool of 117 students also in the officer and warrant of-
ficer candidate classes. To meet statistical analysis requirements,
both groups were required to navigate the same NOE routes. Because of
changes in the NOE route structure between groups, data from many sub-
jects could not be used. In addition, several subjects were disquali-
fied on other grounds, i.e., having previously flown the particular
route on which they were tested.

Subjects for the less formal interview evaluation were NOE instruc-
tor pilots film the USAAVNC at Fort Rucker, Ala, operational aviators
from the 2nd Armored Division Aviation Battalion and other units at
Fort Hood, Tex., and Army Reserve aviators from the Orlando, Fla., area.

Independent Variables

The main variable in this experiment was the course of instruction
(COI) each group received in ground school. The control group completed
a Tactical Navigation COI. This COI lasted 15 hours (3 hours per day
for 5 days) and covered a variety of subject matter related to tactical
navigation. These materials included standard map-reading information,
terrain profiling, analysis of an area of operations, terrain flying,
and one 4-hour period devoted to a terrain walk exercise. (See Appen-
dix S for an outline of the course.)

7
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The eXperimental group completed a Terrain Flying Operations COI.
This COI lasted 21 hours (3 hours per day for 7 days) and included sub-
ject material from the control COI and MITAC. Subject material from
the control COI, such as analysis of the area of operations, was taught
in the first 6 hours of the course. Other material, such as the terrain
walk, was replaced by MITAC. The last 15 hours was devoted to MITAC
training. (See Appendix C for an outline of the course.)

Aviators interviewed at Fort Rucker, Ala., completed MITAC as it
is presented at the Aviation Center. The unit-level aviators went
through MITAC II. ARI personnel presented MITAC II to an Army Reserve
unit in Orlando, Fla., and provided the MITAC II material to the 2nd
Armored Division at Fort Hood, Tex.

Performance Measures

Academic Measures. Tests already used in the Tactical Navigation
course were used to measure each group's academic performance. One
test entailed a 10-item, multiple-choice exam requiring map interpreta-
tion. Two versions of this test were produced so that it could be used
as a pretest and posttest. The final exam covered all materials pre-
sented in the control Tactical Navigation course.

Inflight Measures. Current Army doctrine (FM 1-1, Terrain Flying,
1975) requires that aviators navigate NOE within 100 m of selected
course line and be able to locate their positions to within an accuracy
of 100 m at all times. In addition, an NOE flight should be carried
out at the highest speeds possible consistent with navigation, masking,
safety, and mission objective.

The data recorded in flight were the number and magnitude of course
deviations over 100 m, errors in locating the initial point and endpoint
of the NOE route, errors in locating required checkpoints, orientation
errors, length of the route flown, and time spent in navigating the
route. These data were recorded by the instructor pilot on each flight
on a form designed to be used while flying NOE. (See Appendix D for
the complete data collection sheet.) In addition, the instructor pilots
answered a short series of debriefing questions after each flight (Ap-
pendix D).

Derived measures were average speed, error per kilometer, mean er-
ror magnitude, and a composite measure of terrain navigation skill
(TENAV). The TENAV score combines number of errors, their m'agnitude,
speed of flight, and length of the route into a single score according
to the following equation:

8
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E is a navigational error (course deviation; orientation error;
initial, endpoint, or checkpoint error) in meters.

D a length of the course navigated in kilometers.

S = average speed of NOE flight in kilometers per hour.

The exponents were derived from the results of a magnitude estimation
study with NOE instructor pilots as subjects (Holman, 1978).

Operational Procedures

Pretest and Posttest. Each class of IEHW students was given the
pretest during the first 30 minutes of the navigation ground school%
The test was given in two equivalent forms: Half the students in each
class received one form and half the other form. At the end of the
course, each class took the course final exam and the posttest. The
posttest was the alternate form of the pretest. This procedure was
followed for both the control and the experimental group classes.

Briefing_the Instructor Pilots. The inflight data were recorded
by the instructors teaching the student navigators NOE flight. The day
before each scheduled NOE navigation evaluation flight, these instruc-
tors were briefed by ARI personnel to insure their familiarity with the
program and the evaluation procedures. These briefings frequently re-
quired 2 hours.

Inflight Data Collection. Subjects in both groups were required to
fly a standard training operation order requiring NOE flight along a
fixed and predetermined route. This evaluation occurred in the ninth
hour of the 15-hour NOE flight training program. It was the last NOE
training flight that required navigation along a standard route. With
few exceptions, subjects had never seen this particular route. Where a
subject had been exposed to the test route, the data were omitted from
the analysis. Standard procedure required that the student fly the air-
craft from the pilot's seat with an instructor in the copilot's seat as
a safety pilot. The experimental or control subject navigated from a
jump seat in the midline of the aircraft just behind the pilot's seat.
The route was known to the subject at least 1 day in advance to allow
time for map study. These maps were 1:50,000-scale tactical maps of
the photo-base type.

In flight, the subject navigated in low-level flight to the initial
point of the NOE routes. The subject then instructed the pilots to fly
down to NOE level and proceeded to navigate the aircraft along the NOE
route. If the navigator discovered he was off course, he would orient
himself, return to the route at the point of departure, and continue on

201



course. If the error exceeded 1,000 m and the subject did not realize
the error, the instructor.woul.d order the aircraft to hover and ask the
subject to reorient and return to course. Along the route the subject
was required to call out certain checkpoints so that command ships fly-
ing at higher altitudes could keep track of several NOE aircraft. At
the endpoint the subject identified the target landing zone and the
mission was completed.

The instructor pilots began recording navigation performance by
noting the time the student navigators approached the initial points
of the routes and descended to NOE altitude. If a student missed the
initial point, the error was indicated in meters on the data sheet.
Thlughout the rest of the NOE flights, the instructor pilots recorded
the navigators' deviations from course, checkpoint errors, errors in
off-course orientation, and endpoint errors, if any. At the endpoint,
the time was again noted to establish the elapsed time for the NOE
route. Length of the routes was measured from those maps Used for
navigation and recorded on the data sheets. After the training mis-
sions, subjects were debriefed and the rest of the instructor pilots'
data sheets were filled in.

Aviator Interviews. At Fort Rucker, Ala., instructor pilots were
interviewed after they had completed MITAC and had an opportunity to
fly NOE. The interview situation was informal and designed to elicit
candid opinions of the course. The aviators from operational and re-
serve units were interviewed after they had completed MITAC II. Again,

the interview situation was informal and frank remarks encouraged.

RESULTS

Inflight Measures

The inflight data were analyzed using the Stoatistical Package for
the Social Sciences (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1975),
which contains subprograms for the descriptive statistics required and
the analysis of variance. The analysis of variance used was a two-way
stepwise multiple regression for unequal cell sizes. The treatment, '

MITAC training versus control training, was one major factor. The 11
NOE routes used in the NOE navigation evaluation were the second major
factor. Homogeneity of variance was demonstrated with the F max test
(Kirk, 1968). One variable, the TENAV scores, required a log transform
to achieve homogeneity of variance.

Speed. The mean speed of the control group was 27 km per hour
(n = 70). The mean speed of the experimental group was 53 km per hour
(n = 67). Table 1 summarizes the analysis of variance for speed.
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Table 1

Analysis of Variance for Speeds

Source df MS w
2

Training 1. 23260 111 .001 .46

Routes 10 130 .62 .791 0

Training x routes 10 140 .67 .746 0

Error 115 208.8

Number of Errors. The control group madp a mean of 0.25 naviga-
tional errors per kilometer. The experimental group made 0.08 naviga-
tional, errors per kilometer. Table 2 summarizes the analysis of variance
for number of errors. All 70 of the control subjects made navigational
errors, while only 48 of the 67 experimental subjects (72%) made any er-
ror (difference significant at p < .001, x2 = 20.7, df = 1).

Table 2

Analysis of Varianc,2 for Number of Errors per Kilometer

Source df MS w
2

Training 1.010 145 .001 .50

Routes 10 .007 .973 .471 0

Training x routes 10 .010 1.447 .169 .02

Error 115 .007

Maritude of Errors: The mean magnitude of all navigation errors
made by the control group was 359 m. The navigational errors made by
the experimental group had a mean magnitude of 343 m. Table 3 summar-
izes the analysis of variance for error magnitude.
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance for Error Magnitude

Source df MS
2

Training 1 441889 9.185 .003 .06

Routes 10 72277 1.502 .147 0

Training x routes 10 27240 .566 .838 0

Error 115 48109

TENAV Scores. The mean TENAV score for the control group was 49,
and the score for the experimental group was 9. The TENAV scores were
subjected to a log transform to achieve homogeneity of variance before
the analysis of variance was performed. Table 4 summarizes the analysis
of variance for TENAV scores.

Table 4

Analysis of Variance for TENAV Scores

Source df MS
2

Training 1 22.27 156 .001 .52

Routes 10 .27 1.89 .053 .03

Training x routes 10 .118 .825 .605 0

Error 115 .143

Instructor Ratings. Ratings on items 2, 3, and 4 of the IP rating
form were quantified and analyzed (Table 5). The mean rating on item 2
was 3.5 for the control group and 3.9 for the experimental group. The
mean rating on item 3 was 4.0 for the control group and 4.4 for the ex-
perimental group. The mean rating on item 4 was 3.2 for the control
group and 3.7 for the experimental group.

12



Table 5

Analysis of Variance for IP Judgments

Source df MS F p
2

Item 2

Training 1 5.390 6.374 .013 .04

Routes 10 .987 1.168 .320 .01

Training x routes 10 .695 .821 .609 0

Error 115 .846

Item 3

Training 1 6.016 5.866 .017 .03

Routes 10 .890 .868 .565 0

Training x routes 10 .769 .750 .676 0

Error 115 1.025

Item 4

Training 1 9.712 11.188 .001 .07

Routes 10 .861 .992 .455 0

Training x routes 10 .209 .241 .991 0

Error 115 .868
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Academic Measures

and The control group pretest mear was
4.9, while the posttest mean was 5.1. A correlated t test indicated no
difference (p < .5). The experimental group pretest mean was 5.0, while
the posttest mean was 5.9. A correlated t test indicated a significant
difference (p < .01). Control pretests versus experimental pretests and
control posttests versus experimeneal posttests when analymed by t tests
indicated no significant differences.

Academic Final Exam Comparisons. The final examination mean scores
of the two groups were compared by t test and were not significantly
different (p < .8). The means of 15 selected items from the final exami-
nation (p < .8) also were not significantly different.

DISCUSSION

Inflight Measures

Speed. The MITAC-trained group navigated NOE routes at twice the
speed of the control group. Table 1 shows that the large difference in
performance due to training accounts for 46% of the variance in the speed
data.

The w
2
statistic in the analysis of variance tables indicates the

proportion of the variance in the data accounted for by the experimental
factors. These data indicate that there was less uncertainty on the
part of the navigators about their location and that they were well ori-
ented. The very low average speeds of the control group were due to
time spent at a hover or in slow flight while navigators scanned the
terrain, studied their maps in an attempt to orient themselves, and
backtracked after course deviation. The higher speeds of the MITAC-
trained group indicate better orientation and less time spent trying to
make terrain-map associations.

Number of Errors. The navigation error rate of the MITAC-trained
group was 36% lower than the control group's error rate. This result,
as well as the s: A difference, indicates a substantial increase in
navigation skill due to MITAC training. Table 2 shows that MITAC train-
ing accounts for 50% of the variance in the error rate data. The fact
that 28% of the MITAC-trained navigators made no error at all is also
operationally significant. According to the NOE instructors, before
MITAC was in use, students with twice the NOE experience (at the end
of their NOE flight training) were still making course errors and miss-
ing checkpoints.

4
lainitude of Errors. The average size of the navigational errors

of the experimental group was 94% of the size of the control group er-
rors. Although Table 3 shows that this difference is statistically sig-
nificant, the effect accounted for only 6% of the variance and, opera-
tionally, is not important.
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TENW Scores.. The terraXn navigation (TENAV) composite score is
compiled from speed, number of errors, and error magnitude. (See Hol-
man, 1918, for a descrietion of its development.) The lower the TENAV
score, the better the navigation performance is. As an example, con-
sider t 15-km NOE course flown at 60 km/hour with no errors. Such
superior performance achieves a TENAV score of 1.0. A relatively good
score of 4.8 could be obtained by flying the same NOE route at 40 km/hour
and making one error of 200 m. The MITAC-trained group averaged a TENAV
score of 9.0. This would be earned hy flying a 15-km NOE route at 50
km/hour with one error of 435 m. This is still a good performance, es-
pecially for a student. But an error that large would not be acceptable
for a fully trained and experienced NOE aviator.

The control group averaged a TENAV score of 50, indicating poor
navigation performance. Such a score could be obtained by flying a
15-km NOE route at the slow average speed of 26 km/hour with four er-
rors of 250 m, 350 m, 450 m, and 550 m.

As a composite score, the TENAV is more sensitive to variations
in navigation performance and is a more valid measure than single scores
such as speed or errors. The large differences between the TENAV scores
for the two groups more clearly point out the effectiveness of MITAC in
training aviators to navigate NOE. Table 4 shows that 52% of the vari-
ance in the data is accounted for by the MITAC training. The table also
indicates that the main effect of the route variable is marginally sig-
nificaet (p = .053). Because this variable accounts for only 3% of *he
variance, it is not operationally important.

Instructor Pilot Ratings. Though statistically significant, the
difference in instructor pilot ratings of the two groups is operation-
ally insignificant. Although the navigation performances of the students
in the two groups differed in terms of objective criteria, the IP's rated
them as almost identical, with only a .4 average difference on each scale.
On item 2, both groups received an average evaluation of "'always oriented
but had difficulty." On item 3, both groups were compared to past stu-
dents taught by the IP's and were rated "middle 50% but above average."
Item 3, navigator-pilot coordination, showed the largest difference. Here
the control group was rated "average" while the experimencal group was
rated "good." It is believed that the IP's rapidly became accustomed to
the improved navigation skills of their students and regarded improved
performance as the norm. This shift probably would not have been the case
if IP's had rated a member of each group on the sane day. However, the
two groups were evaluated several Months apart after the gradual intro-
duction of MITAC into the ground school.

Academic Measures

Of all academic measures used in this experiment, only one detected
the improved skills of the MITAC-trained group. The only test compari-
son that was statistically significant was between the pre- and posttest
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scores of the MITAC group. This difference, .9 out of a 10-point test,
is operationally insignificant. None of the academic tests used in the
ground school at this time assesses the skills being taught.
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APFEMIX A

COMO DESCRIPTION

Following is a sunmary of the training nmterials and procedures
that were developed for this course. The facilities and equipment
required to implement the course are also specified.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

TEXT: Map Interpretation in Nap-of-the-Earth Flight

A monJgraph on map interpretation as it applies to Army aviation
was especially prepared for this course and serves as a basic text.
The instructional content of this text will not be found in. any exist-
ing manual. It is not intended to replace existing manuals, but supple-
ments them by focusing on the use of maps in the specific application
of visual pilotage during terrain flight.

The special text was needed mainly because cartographers apply a
great many conventions and selection criteria in compiling any kind of
map, and they have a direct impact on the Army aviator's ability to in-
terpret the information shown on the map. However, few map users, even
highly experienced aviators, have any idea of what these conventions
and criteria actually are. For example, the basis for the selection
and classification of roads, the coding criteria for vegetation cover,
the ground rules followed by the cartographer in delineating relief and
drainage, the conventiona used for grouping cultural features under
standard symbols, the generalization and displacement practices in car-
tographic drafting, the geodetic accuracy limitations, the seasonal base,
and many other factors that enter into tbe process of compiling a topo-
graphic map are all largely unknown to Army aviator?. None of this in-
formation will be found in map legends or existing texte.on map reading.
Yet, without such knowledge, accurate map interpretation cannot be per-
formed. Furthermore, the factors that influence how the map is designed
must then be related to the factors that influence the visibility and '

appearance of features seen on the ground during terrain flight. The
text supplied with this course is designed to fulfill this need.

Copies of the text should be distributed for assigned reading at the
very outset of the'course. The instructor can then review and amplify
the main points in hid initial lectures.
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Lecture Aida

A series of 131 35-mm color transparencies are provided for use as
teaching aids in lectures on map interpretation. These may be supple-
mented by slides from the school's files and by slides made from the
figures contained in the instructional text.

The slides were selected mainly to illustrate the variations in
actual appearance of features which are portrayed by standard symbols
an topographic maps. rhey also illustrate sone of the factors that in-
fluence the visibility of certain kinds of features and whidh provide
cues to their detection and identification. Some of the slides are in-
cluded to illustrate the manner in whidh certain features are portrayed
on topographic maps.

The slides cover the following subjects:

o hydrography (Part 1: streams),
o hydrography (Part 2: ponds and reservoirs),
o vegetation,
o railroads,
o roads,
o buildings, and
o miscellaneous cultural features.

The selection of slides should by no means be considered a complete
set of visual aids for map interpretation lectures. This collection of
slides can be supplemented by additional photography or from existing
slides and map samples.

A suggested narrative is included with the slides. The instructor
may either use it directly or as a frame of reference from which he pre-
pares his own narrative.

It should be noted that these lecture aids do not deal with the
subject of contour analysis or other aspects of the interpretation of
terrain relief. That subject is covered in the text and is amplified
in the special exercise described below.

Contour Analysis (Route H-1)

This exericse is designed to supplement instructional lectures on
contour analysis by exercising the student's skill in correlating land-
forms in the visible terrain with the contour-line portrayal on conven-
tional topographic maps. A 35-mm slide showing the forward visual field
as seen from a helicopter at NCE altitude is presented on one screen.
A vu-graph transparency of a map of the general area is presented on an
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adjacent screen. Five alternative positions are marked on the map,
one of whidh is the correct position from which the photograph was
made. The students are told the heading and MSL altitude of the air-
craft. Their task is to study the landforms appearing in the slide
presentation, correlate them with the contour portrayal on the.map,
and decide which of the five choices marks the correct position. Eadh
student in the class independently makes his choice and marks it on a
response sheet. After all five items are completed, the choices are
compared, and students who reached different conclusions discuss or
defend their choices. The instructor guides the discussion, gives the
correct answer, and presents the main map-interpretation points (if
these have not already been raised by the students themselves) that
should lead the student to the correct answer or to the rejection of
the wrong answers. The five alternative positions are selected so as
to illustrate basic principles of contour interpretation. A tape-
recorded commentary is provided for each item, whidh describes the
general principles illustrated by the item and the specific contour
analysis cues that apply to that. item. The tape cam be directly played
in the feedback session or can be used by the instructor to guide his
own commentary.

Five sets of contour interpretation problems have been prepared for
this exercise. The 35-mm slides are blowups of individual frames from
a 16-mm film of a flight over the area. At the conclusl.on of the feed-
back session, a vu-graph is presented in which the five correct answers
arf connected with a course line and, on the adjacent screen, the 16-mm
ftlm of the entire flight is presented to illustrate how the contour
interpretation task fits into the dynamic mission context. The time
required to run the exercise is a direct function of the amount of tine
allotted for each problem set.

PRACTICAL EXERCISES

The bulk of the program consists of materials and procedures for
developing map interpretation skills through practical exercises using
simple cinematic simulation methods. After an introductory session,
the practical exercises proceed through four stages. The first deals
with the skills involved in preflight map study, the second introduces
the student to enroute orientation by requiring him only to maintain
orientation along a prescribed route of flight and to identify pre-
selected checkpoin,ts slong that route, the third escalates the orien-
tation task to a more.difficult level by requiring the student to
recognize 'when, and by how mudh, the simulated flight deviates from a
planned route, and the final level presents the student with the more
formidable map-interpretation task of maintaining orientation within
a corridor of operations, a task that approaches the operational re-
quirement. Following are brief descriptions of these exercises.
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Introductory Film and Practice Session (Routes N-3 and H-4)

An introductory film has been prepared which should be presented
before the practical exercises are undertaken. This film consists of
two short flights over routes that are only a few hundred meters apart
in lateral separation. The film and a tape-recorded commentary that
accompanies it illustrate how the terrain can appear totally different
at very low altitudes as a consequence of small navigational errors,
and should reinforce the student's appreciation of the need for precise,
continuous orientation during terrain flight. In addition, the film
introduces the student to the field-of-view and resolution characteristics
of the films themselves, since these are important considerations in some
of the subsequent training exercises.

Preflight Terrain Analysis (Routes R-29 and H-l0)

The first series of exercises is designed to develop the student's
ability to select useful checkpoints and orientation cues during pre-
flight planning. It is especially aimed at teaching the student to
predict, on the basis of map study, which of the portrayed features
will be visible and which will not be visible from a helicopter flying
NOE alang a specified route.

The student is given a map plate on which is drawn a planned route.
Various features portrayed on the map in the vicinity of the route are
designated by means of a numbered overlay. The student is required to
study the map, paying particular attention to the probable masking effects
of terrain and vegetatico, and to indicate on a checklist which of the
numbered features he predicts would be visible during NOE flight along
the designated route. He also selects the features that he believes
would be the most reliable checkpoints for a mission along that route.
Then the student is stationed in a rear-projection chamber and the film
simulating flight over that route is presented. During the flight, the
student marks on the map the features that he actually is able to see
and identify. The instructor then scores the student's prediction Check-
list by means of a special template key and derives two types of scores:
the percentage of features the student predicted would be visible but
which were not, and the percentage of features he predicted would not
be visible, but in fact were visible. In addition, the student compares
his map marked with the features he actually saw and identified with his
preflight predictions.

Following a discussion of his performance with the instructor, the
student goes to the debriefing room, which has two projection screens.
On one screen the filmed flight is replayed in slow motion and stop
action; on the other screen a vu-graph of the map and inscribed route
is presented. A tape-recorded commentary is played which relates the



visual scene to the map portrayal and shows haw the general principles
of map interpretation apply to this specific mission simulation. The
commentary focuses an how.the ftsibility of various features (or lack of
visibility) could have been predicted from proper map interpretation,
the various physical appearances of features portrayed in standard form
an the map, and the manner in which features are selected for portrayal.
In the final step of this exercise, the student is returned to the rear -
projection chamber and the filmed flight is presented again (in real-time
simulation), so that he can reexperience the flight from an enlightened
perspective.

In the terrain analysis exercise described above, geographic orienta-
tion is not an important requirement, the actual track of the flight is
portrayed and exact groundspeed information is provided, the emphasis is
on preflight map study and the basic objective is to teach the student
to make realistic appraisals of the checkpoint features he can expect to
see during terrain flight operations.

Two complete terrain analysis exercises have been prepared, one for
the Fort Rucker area (R-29) and one for the Hunter Liggett area 01-10).
The former can'be conducted using either the pictomap or the Air Movement
Data (AMD) map. The latter can be conducted using either a conventional
1:50,000-scale topographic map or various forms of orthophotomaoP

Along-Track Orientation (Routes R-28a and H-llb)

The student is given a map plate an which a route of flight is marked
and is told that he will fly that route at a given speed, plus or minus
five knots. Along the route a series of preselected checkpoints has been
marked. The student first performs a preflight terrain analysis and map
study, after which a tape-recorded commentary provides feedback on the
adequacy of his preflight study and points out the conclusions that should
be reached (and why) from the map portrayal along.the Planned route. Then
the student is stationed in the rear-projection chamber and a film is pre-
sented which simulates flight over the designated route. The student's
task is to record the projector frame count the instant the flight pasises
over each detsignated Checkpoint in turn. (Sore of the preselected check-
points will not actually be visible in the film, but if the student has
learned from the preceding terrain analysis ixercise, he will be able to
predict this and respond on the basis of associated cues or time-distance
estimates of position.) The response record indicates the frame count at
the moment of the student's response and, by referring to a scoring table,
the instructor records the student's along-track orientation performance
in terns of meters discrepancy between the actual and designated positions
of each checkpoint. These discrepancies are then plotted in graphic form
on a special performance score sheet.
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Following the simulated flight, a knowledge -of -results and debriefing
session is conducted similar to that described above for the terrain
analysis exercises. The debriefing commentaries emphasize the type of
features that are most useful for time checks or along-track position
fixes. Two complete along-track orientation exercises have been.prepared,
one in the Fort Rucker area (R-28a) and one in the Hunter Liggett area
(H-11b).

Cross-Track Orientation (Routes Z-3041 and H-14)

The student is given a map plate an which a route of flight is marked
and is told to assume that it represents his planned route. He is further
informed that his actual traCk in the simulated flight may be offset to
the right or left of the planned route marked an his map, but will always
be parallel to it. The student's task will be to determine as quiCkly
and accurately as possible the cross-track deviation (if any) between his
planned route and actual tradk. He is given an accurate groundspeed and-
allowed a period of preflight study. Following a feedback commentary on
his preflight map atudy, he is stationed in the rear-projection Chamber
and the film is presented whiCh simulates flight over a parallel, but
offset, route. At one-minute intervals, the instructor calls for a "mark,"
at whiCh time the student responds by marking an the map a numeral that
indicates his estimate, in hundreds of meters right or left, of any cross-
track deviation between his planned and actual routes of flight. If he
should conclude that there is no deviation, he marks a zero to indicate
n
on course. " If he is disoriented or otherwise cannot determine his actual
route or flight, he marks an X on the map to indicate %o call,"

When the simulated flight is completed, the instructor enters the
student's responses on a graphic score sheet, whidh also shows the correct
responses to provide knowledge of resultseto the student concerning his
performance. Then the flight is replayed in the debriefing roam, along
with a tape-recorded commentary that points out the key features that
should have been used for determintng cross-track deviations. During
the replay, a map is projected which shows both the 'Filanned" course and
the actual track of the filmed flight. Two complete cross-track orienta-
tion exercises have been prepared, one in the Fort Rucker area (Rr30a) and
one in the Hunter Liggett area (11-14).

Corridor Otientation.(Routes Rr25, R7.27, Ur], and 11-13)

The two preceding classes of orientation exercises are designed to
introduce the student to the elements of geographic orientation by re-
stricting the position-fixing task to only one dimension at a time.
The third class, corridor orientation, is considerably more difficult
and requires the student to exercise the full range of his map-interpre-
tation skills.
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The student is given a map plate on which is marked a corridor of
operations 3,000 meters in width. At one end of the corridor is marked
a starting vector which designates the initial position and heading of
the aircraft. He is informed that the simulated flight will proceed from
the starting vector through the corridor. He is given the groundspeed of
the aircraft and told that the flight nay go anywhere within the corridor,
but will not double back an itself and will not go outside the bounds of
the corridor. The student's task will be to maintain geographic orien-
tation during the flight by means of visual pilotage and to mark, on de-
mand, the position of the aircraft at various intervals during the flight.

A period of tine is provided for the student's preflight terrain
analysis and map study, during which he may mark tiue hacks or any other
preflight annotations he wishes on the map. At the completion of his
preflight map study, a briefing.is presented Whidh reviews the procedures
the student should have followed and discusses the conclusions he should
have reached. The briefing includes a terrain analysis, the identifica-
tion of major orienting cues within the corridor, potential barrier
features and funnels, probable visibility ranges of features including
major terrain features outside the corridor boundary, the hierarchical
ordering of potential checkpoints, and a general orientation plan.

After the briefing, the student is stationed in the rear-projection
dhamber and the film simulating the flight is presented. Periodically
during the flight, a position mark is called for, at which tine the stu-
dent marks his present position on the map as accurately as he can. The
student is also periodically informed of the aircraft's heading. Follow-
ing the simulated flight, the instructor scores the student's performance
by means of a plastic map overlay on which are inscribed concentric circles
at 100-meter intervals around the actual position of the aircraft at each
response-demand point. The student's performance score is the absolute
discrepancy between his mark and the actual position of the aircraft.
(Additional scores for along-track and cross-track orientation errors
can also be measured.) A feedback session in which the instructor and
student compare the student's reported positions with the actual positions
is followed by the debriefing.

During this debriefing, the filmed flight is replayed in slow motion
and stop action, while a tape-recorded commentary describes the main
orienting cues along the route and explains how the visible features can
be related to the map portrayal. Specific examples or applications of
those map-interprtation principles used for pecise and/or general in-
flight orientation aie highlighted. Following the debriefing, the stu-
dent reenters the rear-projection dhamber; this tine with a nap plate
which shows the actual track and the mark points (position-demand points);
and the filmed flight is presented again in real tine so that the student
experiences the flight under completely oriented conditions, thus rein-
forcing the instructional points made earlier.
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Four complete exercises in corridor orientation have been prepared,
two in the Fort Rucker area (R-25 and R-27) and two in the Bunter Liggett
area (i -7 and 11-13). The exercises can be conducted using pictonaps or
AMD naps in the Fort Rucker area and with conventional topographic line
maps or orthophotomaps in the Bunter Liggett area.

FACIurr AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Following is a specification of the facilities and equipment that
would have to be supplied by the training unit to use the materials and
implement the program described above.

Briefing/Debriefing Room

An ordinary classroom that can be darkened for movie and slide pro-
jection is needed for the debriefing phases of the training exercises
and for the instructional sessions. The room should be equipped with
two front-projection screens mounted side by side. The following equip-
ment will be needed.

o 35-mm slide projector with carousel and remote control cord.
o Vu-graph transparency projector.
o LW Photo-optical Data Analyzer 16-mm projector Model 224-ArMk IV.
This unit should be equipped with a frame-count readout and a
remote control cord which permits variable frame-rate operation
of the projector plus stop action and manual single-frame advance.
The focal length of the lens should be sufficiently short to per -
mdt an image of at least three feet wide to be projected within
the confines of the classroom. The Somco No. 6270 1" f/1.9 lens
would probably be suitable.

o Cassette tape playback unit.

The classroom should be arranged so that the group of students can
view both screens, one of which will present the motion-picture film or
35-mm slide while the other presents a vu-graph of the map plate. The
instructor will have to be stationed so that he can.operate the control
unit for the Analyst Projector and point out features on the projected
map. This latter function can be performed either directly on the vu-
graph transparency or by means of a flashlight pointer on the projected
image.

Rear-Projection Chamber

Most of the training exercises are designed to be conducted in a
rear-projection chamber of the type illustrated in Figure A-1. As noted
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Figure A-1. Illustration of a simple, light-tight, rear-projection facility.



earlier, all of the 16-mm photography used in this program covers an
85' x 67 visual field that can be projected without distortion onto
a flat screen. The purpose of the rear-projection chamber is to permit
the students to view these films in suet% a way that the visual angles
are correctly reconstructed. (It is possible to come close to the correct
viewing angles by front projection of the films, but this would require
a large auditorium sad a specially constructed observer platform.)

The size of the rear-projection chaMber is a function of the screen
size and the focal Length of the projector lens. The chamber illustrated
in Figure Arl is the most compact design that can feasfbly be aehieved.
The rear-projection screen is 72" x 51", which is the minimum recommended
size. The projector lens is a No. 3311 1/2" f/2.4 lens manufactured by
Somco Infrared IndUstries, Inc., 6307 Carpinteria Avenue, Carpinteria,
California (list price $135). Longer focal-length lenses can be used,
but the lens-to-screen distance must be proportionally increased. For
example, to use a standf,Ird two-inch lens, the lens-to-screen distance in
the chamber would have to be about 30 feet.

The rear-projection screen should be a grain-free, high transmittance
material, tension-stretched on its frame. Bodde transluscent projection
screening, which has a plastic base and presents no perceptible grain, is
recommended. The entire chamber should be light-tight and painted flat
black on the inside. The projector is mounted at an aperture in the end
of the light-tight chaMber. Next to the lens aperture there should be a
small viewing window through which the instructor can focus and monitor
the projected scene. This easily constructed rear-projection chamber re-
duces the incidental light falling on the screen to a minimum and also
permits the instructor to work in a lighted room.

The 16-mm projector should be the same type as specified for the
briefing room, an LW Photo-optical Data Analyzer equipped with a frame-
count readout and a frame-rate control to permit variations from one
frame per second to 24 frames per second. A 1,000-watt PFD lamp should
be used to Obtain the brightest possible image. It is possible to conduct
the training program using only one LW projector, switching it as required
from the rear-projection chamber to the debriefing room. However, the
availability of two projectors would permit more efficient processing of
students.

Only one person caq view the rear-projected film from the position
that will precisely'reconstruct the visual angles. In the chaMber illus-
trated in Figure.Arl, this paint would be 40 inches from the center of
the screen. Four students, closely positioned around that point should
be considered the maximumrsize group for the orientation exercises. Each
student should be supplied wIth a lighted clipboard and a stopwatch.



The rear-projection chaMber should also be supplied with a cassette
tape playback unit and a projector frame counter for the along-track
orientation exercises.

FilmrHandling Station

A facility will be needed for storing and handling the motion-picture
films. This should be located near the rear-projection chamber and should
include storage racks, rewind table, a hot splicer, and film cleaning sup-
plies. Spare projection lamps should also be on hand.
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APPENDIX B

OUTLINE OF TACTICAL NAVIGATION COURSE.

Day One - Three Hours

Introduction

Pretest

Readil&

Map sheet legend and marginal notes

Military grid designation system

Relief portrayal and profile drawing

Azimuth designations

Intersection and resection triangulation

Map scales

Day Two - Three Hours

Terrain Walk Exercise

Day Three - Three Hours

Analysis of Area of Operations

Mission planning

Enemy capabilities

Climate and weather

Terrain relict and drainage

Vegetation and surface materials

Observation and fire

Concealment and cover
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Key terrain features and obstacles

Avenues of approach

Key Terrain and Avenues of Approach Practical Exercise

Day Four - Three Hours

Film on NOE FlyinK

Terrain Flying

Low-level, contour and nap-of-the-eartia

Advantages and disadvantages

Terrain flying.technique

Navigation aids

Hazards

Pre-flight planning

Flight execution

Film on High Speed Low Level Flying

Day Five - Three Hours

Practical Exercise

Planning of an NOE flight

Student presentation and discussion

Review of Course

Day Six - Three }lours

Final Exam

Final Exam De-brief

Post-test



APPENDIX C

OUTLINE OF TERRAIN FLYING OPERATIoNS COURSE

Day One - Three Hours

Introduction

Pretest

"The Small World of NOE" Film

MITAC Introductory Slide Lecture

(See Appendix A)

Analysis of Area of Operation

(See Appendix B)

May Two - Three Hours

Map Reading

(See Appendix B)

Terrain Flyin$

(See Appendix B)

Days Three Through Six - Three Hours Each

MITAC Exercises

(See Appendix A)

Day Seven - Three Hours

MITAC Exercise

R view of Course
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Day Eight - Three Hours

Final Exam

Final Exam De-brief

Post-test
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Navigator Name

SSN

Class

Branch

IP Name

SSN

APPEND±X D

ARI
NOE NAVIGATION CHECK LIST

Date

NOE Route

Has this student navigator ever flown over this NOE route before?

Yes /7 No /7

If yes, was it as: Pilot 17

Navigator /7

Return to:

Dr. Garvin Holman
Army Research Institute
Ft Rucker, AL
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PLEASE RATE THE STUDENT NAVIGATOR ON THE FOLLOWING POINTS:

(1) Today's performance was:

a better than usual.

£7 typical of this student.

a worse than usual.

(2) The navigator was:

a always oriented.and bad no difficulty.

a always oriented but had difficulty.

£7 occasionally disoriented.

/7 often disoriented.

17 always disoriented.

(3) Of all the students you have taught, how would you rate this student's
navigation skills?

/7 top 10% ET middle 50% but below average

/7 top 25% /7 bottom 25%

£7 middle 50% but above average a bottom 10%

(4) The Navigator-Pilot coordination was:

L7 very good.

ig good.

average.

poor.

a very poor.
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(5) The navigator's attitude was:

1.7 very good.

good.

average.

Er poor.

very poor.

Additional comments on this student, today's flight or this evaluation:
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